
PLUZZABLES 
PLUZZABLES are “playable, reusable puzzles” - a 

collection of puzzles you play as light, hybrid games 

after assembly.  
 

Not just any puzzle will do. Specific images with thematic 

content to cross the boundary between puzzle & game. 
 

• some games use additional tactile components 

• variety of web apps are used to play myriad games 

• over a dozen thematic puzzles have been created  

• from specially curated images for quick assembly 

• cooperative, solo and competitive modes. 

 

 





Markets: Puzzle Lovers, Light Family Gamers. 

 

Genres:  

Many types of light family games can be played after 

assembly, some using markers or meeples or simply with 

paper and pen: 
 

 

• Deduction  

• Matching 

• Educational 

• Word games 

• Math games 

• Collection games 

• Town-centric map games. 
 

 

Games with additional tactile components: 

 

• Travel 

• Delivery 

• Mazes. 

 

  



Benefits: 

 

• Reusability: no end of life on the wall or hidden in a 

drawer 

• No additional puzzle manufacturing cost through use 

of web apps 

• Some require minimal tactile components: cards, 

dice, markers, meeples 

• Satisfies two markets: avid puzzlers and light gamers 

• Designed for quick puzzle assembly before play but 

can also allow for challenging puzzle making. 
 

After assembly, each puzzle can be played as a game with 

both with tactile components and various web apps. 
 

Currently lasercut in wooden and magnetic formats. 

 

  



Destinations: Explore vintage travel posters, fly planes 

to collect lost luggage. Tactile components: airplanes, 

luggage, tickets and dice. 

   

 



Scavenger Hunt: A very challenging brainteaser of a 

puzzle to assemble. Find and claim items or words after 

building a puzzle. Play scavenger hunt games to claim 

territory.  

     

 



War Decoders: Explore vintage war posters. Word 

deduction games with secret codes. Use the words in 

posters to find and decode hidden words with web 

apps.  

 

 



Letter Boxes: Explore letter boxes to find the letters that 

the mailman misplaced. Word search and deduction 

game. “Lost in the Mail” web app, paper and pencil. 

 

    



License Plates: Use web apps to discover secrets hidden 

among license plates. Road Trip web apps and tactile 

markers.  

 

 



Candy Jars: Educational games are played with several 

web apps. Math game, literacy game, word game. Web 

app used with tactile meeples. 

 

   



Lost for Words: Explore library shelves for secret words 

in this game of hidden word deduction. The web app 

generates clues to uncover a secret word that is “hidden 

in plain sight” on a random shelf in the puzzle. Use the 

web app to uncover the secret word via a process of 

elimination. 

  

 

 

  



Art Gallery: After assembling myriad art masterpieces, 

play “Paint by Numbers”. Use the numbers with the 

paintings to decode a mystery. 

  

 

 

  



Map Puzzles: Build a map then compete with a web app 

to discover “What’s Missing” from individual puzzle 

pieces. Works with any illustrated or decorative map. 

 

   

   



Maze Puzzle Games: A series of games played after 

constructing a maze.  

 

• Word Search Maze 

• Labyrinth 

• Citywide Delivery 

 

Word Search Maze: Build a frame, cooperatively fill with 

walls and letter tiles. Race as you find words from 

adjacent letters. Tactile components: meeples.  

 



Labyrinth Puzzle: Cooperatively build the puzzle then 

reconfigure rooms and corridors before game play. 

Navigate the maze to collect objects on their secret 

manifests. Rotate square puzzle pieces to dynamically 

alter escape routes. Meeples, dice, snakes, coins, cards. 

 
 



  

Square tiles rotate to allow or block passage.

   



Citywide Delivery Game & Maze: Kids build a puzzle 

frame then fill in to build a city. Deliver items to secret 

locations in your town. Tactile parts: trucks, dice, items, 

destination cards. 

 

   



Collage Puzzles: Works with any puzzle with a 

structured collage of images. Two web apps are 

available: Pair Up and Claim to Fame. Find matching 

images. Claim territory. 

 

 
 

   
 



Biggest Future Potential – Town Map Puzzle Games 

Town-centric Monopoly games are extremely popular. 

For instance, when Outset Media brought out local towns 

in Canada via Walmart, the games were sold out within 

days.  
 

The big idea: create worldwide town-centric puzzles with 

games to search for missing words and objects. 
 

Commission artists to create wordy decorative maps, 

especially major cities to be used with word deduction, 

what’s missing & educational web apps. 

   



  
 

Web Apps 

Pair Up   

Claim to Fame   

What’s Missing   

Lost for Words   

Math Decoders  

Word Collector  

Secret Agent  

Race to Victory  

Words to Victory  

Lost in the Mail 

Road Trip  

Plate Collectors  

Escape from the Zoo 

Paint by Numbers 

any puzzle  

any puzzle 

map puzzles 

library puzzles 

candy jars puzzle 

candy jars  

war posters 

war posters 

war posters 

mail boxes puzzle 

license plates puzzle 

license plates puzzle 

animal puzzles 

art gallery puzzles 



 

 

 

 

More information at: 

www.Pluzzables.com 

 

Gallery at: 

https://pluzzables.com/gallery.php 

  

http://www.pluzzables.com/
https://pluzzables.com/gallery.php


My Background:  

I’ve lasercut over 800 puzzles and designed 60+ 

educational and family games.  

I believe in making puzzles reusable, hence make coffee 

table tray puzzles and magnetic wall hanging 

transformative art puzzles. Guests disassemble puzzles 

making them reusable. 

 

My top selling game is SideLinks, a word association 

game which is licensed to Canadian game publisher 

Outset Media. I’m also a programmer and develop online 

games. 

 

In the past five years, I’ve sold over 2,500 games at local 

markets and stores as well as online via Etsy. 

  



  



INFINITE TETRIX 

 

INFINITE TETRIX is a Brainteaser with Unlimited 

Challenges. Pick a challenge, find the polyominoes and fit 

them perfectly into a square.  



Lasercut from wood, three versions are available to tax 

your mind. 

 

SOLO VERSION: Solve one of the preprinted challenges 

by placing all the polyominoes completely within the 

game board. 

 

MAGNETIC VERSION: Larger than solo version. 

 

DUAL VERSION: Two boards for two players to compete 

against each other. Each player grabs polyominoes as 

needed and secretly fills their board completely to make 

a challenge for their opponent. Both players dump out 

their boards and scatter the pieces in front of the 

opposing player. Players now quickly assemble their new 

challenge – speed counts! The first player to complete 

their board is the winner. 

 

 

Visit www.TETRIX.fun to create endless challenges. 

 



 

  



Preprinted challenges come with the game. 

 

  



Online challenge generator for unlimited games.

 

  



WORDSY TETRIX 
Infinite Word Search in a Box. 

Find words by marking with clear glass-like acrylic 

shapes. 

Each puzzle uses 8 polyominoes to cover eight hidden 

words. Fit them perfectly into a square to solve the 

puzzle. 

 



 



 

Unlimited Word Search in a box. 

 

INFINITE WORDSY TETRIX is a Word Search and 

Brainteaser with Unlimited Challenges. 

 

It’s an endless word search in a travel-friendly box. 

 

Each preprinted challenge has 36 apparently random 

letters that contain nine hidden words. 

 

Use the acrylic tetris-shaped polyomino pieces to 

highlight these words. 

 

Completely cover all of the letters with the required 

polyominoes to solve the challenge. 



 

Generic words and themed words like music, foods, 

dance, cities are used. 

 

Visit www.TETRIX.fun to create endless challenges. 

 

12 polyominoes lasercut from acrylic and 20 initials 

games are contained within the travel-friendly in a 3.5-

inch box. 

 

Online generator prints unlimited challenges: 

 


